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Extremely helpful to all of category of men and women. It had been written extremely completely and helpful. You are going to like the way the blogger compose this publication.

(Johathan Haag)
HarperCollins Publishers, United Kingdom, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand New Book. An attractive new edition of the English Standard Version of the Bible, the world’s fastest-growing Bible translation. Ideal as a gift or for personal use. The ESV Thinline Bible complete with high quality Chestnut imitation leather cover, is a fantastic value edition of the world’s fastest-growing Bible translation. It is less than an inch thick, but it still contains a concordance and the complete text of the ESV Bible in a highly readable font size. This edition comes complete with anglicized text and its many helpful features include: * British English Text* Double-column format with black letter text* Concordance* Gilt page edges The English Standard Version is a great choice for personal reading and study, for private devotions and family prayers, and for teaching, preaching, and worship. An essentially literal translation, the ESV Bible combines word-for-word accuracy with readability, literary excellence, and depth of meaning. More than 100 of the world’s leading Bible scholars and teachers were involved in creating the ESV Bible. Trusted worldwide, the ESV is a treasure for life. Anglicised Chestnut Ornamental Thinline ed.
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